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Movable books are an innovative area of children’s publishing. Commonly equated with spectacular pop-ups, movable books have a littleknown history as interactive, narrative media. Since they are hybrid artifacts consisting of words, images and movable components, they
cross the borders between story, toy, and game. Interactive Books is a historical and comparative study of early movable books in relation to
the children who engage with them. Jacqueline Reid-Walsh focuses on the period movable books became connected with children from the
mid-17th to the early-19th centuries. In particular, she examines turn-up books, paper doll books, and related hybrid experiments like toy
theaters and paignion (or domestic play set) produced between 1650 and 1830. Despite being popular in their own time, these artifacts are
little known today. This study draws attention to a gap in our knowledge of children’s print culture by showing how these artifacts are
important in their own right. Reid-Walsh combines archival research with children’s literature studies, book history, and juvenilia studies. By
examining commercially produced and homemade examples, she explores the interrelations among children, interactive media, and historical
participatory culture. By drawing on both Enlightenment thinkers and contemporary digital media theorists Interactive Books enables us to
think critically about children’s media texts paper and digital, past and present.
Matthew Reinhart's phenomenal paper engineering, as evidenced in Cinderella and The Jungle Book, brings an added dimension --literally-to the classic telling of childhood's most treasured nursery rhymes. Featuring classic rhymes such as "Mary had a Little Lamb" and "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star," readers can experience these timeless verses like never before. This special collector's edition comes complete with a
specially designed, cloth-covered cover that also includes an additional pop. Each of the 250 copies in existence has been signed and
numbered by Matthew Reinhart.
"...skillfully compiled...should be useful to anyone interested in placing his or her studies in the context of printed and bound literature..."
—ENGLISH LITERATURE IN TRANSITION 1880-1920
The classic rhymes of Mother Goose and the beautiful illustrations of Lisa McCue collide in this delightful padded board book! Bright, fanciful
watercolors by Lisa McCue capture the lively spirit of Mother Goose rhymes that have delighted generations of young children. This small
treasury of classics is sure to be a story time staple!

First Published in 1995. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Childhood rhymes, verses and songs to tickle funny bones, soothe spirits and make toes tap and imaginations soar!
The well-known authority in the field of children's literature presents a selection of familiar nursery rhymes.
Chester and Wilson share the same exact way of doing things, until Lilly moves into the neighborhood and shows them
that new ways can be just as good.
In this new Kissing Hand board book, Audrey Penn brings us more maternal wisdom to solve another of early childhood's
little issues. Whether on a trip, in a restaurant or a store, children can become bored and fussy. Chester's Favorite Game
provides an activity that will entertain young children anywhere -- finding things in many colors: white, blue, yellow, red,
orange, brown, and black.
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Includes Part 1A: Books and Part 1B: Pamphlets, Serials and Contributions to Periodicals
Dying is the worst or is it? Teagan arrives in Heaven confused, pissed, and demanding a second chance. She can have it
on one condition: she must sacrifice her humanity. It's not much of a choice and she's out of options if she wants to return
to save the imprisoned hybrids. Demons took over Earth in the time Teagan was making deals in Heaven. It's up to
Teagan to find allies for fight for the ultimate prize: Earth's freedom. Will Teagan save the hybrids or will her sacrifice be
in vain?
During the last 20 years, parents and teachers have passed along the secret of the Kissing Hand to children facing first
days of kindergarten, first grade, and other separations. Now younger children can get in on Mama Raccoon's secret and
find comfort in A Kissing Hand for Chester Raccoon, a board-book adaptation of the original picture book. Chester could
feel his mother's kiss leap straight into his heart. "With a Kissing Hand," said Chester's mom, "We'll never be apart." "Just
press your hand upon your cheek and feel that loving glow. It's Mommy saying, 'I love you,' wherever you may go." The
Kissing Hand has become a children's classic that has touched the lives of millions of children and their parents. A
Kissing Hand for Chester Raccoon conveys the heart of the story in rhyming verse, perfect for read-aloud and easy for
even the little ones to remember and recite. With illustrations by Barbara Gibson that capture the warmth and beauty of
the original artwork, toddlers now share in the benefits from Mrs. Raccoon's secret for making a child feel safe and
secure.
Excerpt from Morris Nursery: The Chester County Nurseries Catalpa Bungi (straight stems With round heads for planting
on each side of entrance or along driveways. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical
work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish
or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
A course of tutor books which moves at a slightly faster pace than the Easiest Piano Course.
169 all-time favorite songs for children, including nursery rhymes, campfire songs and folk tunes, plus traditional games
and activities all gathered together in one great collection. Songs include: Simple Simon * Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep *
Blowing Bubbles * Frere Jacques * Doctor Foster * Now the Day Is Over * Hush, Little Baby * What Are Little Boys Made
Of? * All the Pretty Little Horses * There Was a Crooked Man and Three Little Kittens * plus many more!
As the author/illustrator attempts to create a picture book about a mouse in a house, her rotund feline Chester sends the
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mouse packing and attempts to rewrite the story with his handy red marker.
Chester's attempts to find a herding job after his human family moves into town prove disastrous until he meets a group
of lost children.
Chester continues to build pupil's confidence with various games and puzzles. A futher range of notes and rhythms is
introduced. Full colour illustrations.
The sun is up, it's time for little Chester Raccoon to go to bed, but he is frightened by the shadows the sun is creating on
the walls. Mrs. Raccoon soothes him with a Kissing Hand, and he is able to go to sleep. This sweet and decidedly
unscary board book is both a light-hearted way to calm children's fears at bedtime, along with a gentle introduction to
Chester Raccoon and the Kissing Hand for the younger child. Funny illustrations will gentle the scary-looking shadows in
a bedroom.
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